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A great Indian novel... Folded into the compressed, densely psychological portrait of this family is a whole universe. —Parul Sehgal, The New York Times Book Review (Editors' Choice)[Shanbhag] is a master of inference and omission... What's most influential about Gchar Gochar... This is how much agitatity and turmoil gets into your few pages... [A] wise
and skillful book. —Sam Sacks, Wall Street JournalA classic tale of wealth and moral ruin and a parable about capitalism and Indian society. —The New YorkerWithin the tight confines of a hundred pages or so, Shanbhag presents as densely layered a social vision of Bangalore as Edith Wharton did of New York in The House of Mirth... He is one of those
special writers who can bring a fully realized world to life in a few pages... The stressful fun of reading this live, fretful story lies in watching the main characters catch hold of what they think will be a rescue rope, but instead turns out to be a slip knot. —Maureen Corrigan, NPRGreat Indian novels... Tend towards great tomes, written in English. But now the
arrival of a new work has shaken the status quo: the gripping Vivek Shanbaugh Ghachar Ghochar. It's a slim volume... Pack a powerful punch, both in terms of the accuracy of your portrait of a Bangalore-based family, and, with expansion, what this tells us about modern India.... Shanbhag is the real deal, this gem of a novel resounding with cool facts. –The
Independent (United Kingdom) told a simple, well-told story... Its comic tone gently lies stunning humor, of which its full power is only apparent as the horror of the end becomes clear. —Louise Doughty, Guardian, best books of 2017 elaborate... This stunning Bangalore family drama sets a footnote on the necessity of reading beyond our boundaries....
Deborah Smith, The GuardianThe level of effortless glancing detail that [Shanbhag] draws minor characters... It's fantastic. The fact that it is one of the few novels translated (beautifully) from Canada, a language that millions of people speak to its own literary tradition, is published in the United States, when it comes to indian novels, it says a lot about the
moderation of our literary world. —Lorraine Stein, a Parisian critique of one of the best literary works you'll ever encounter... A subtle surprise. - Irish Times king of firm, economic storytelling... [with] moments of wonderfully dark, often unexpected, cynicism. —Financial Times One of the best novels to have come out of India in recent decades. —Pankaj
Mishra, author of Age of AngerVivek Shanbhag is an Indian Chekhov. —Suketu Mehta, author of Maximum CityIn this exquisitely observed, wry and moving novel, the smallest detail can conjure entire worlds of feeling. Vivek Shanbaugh () is a writer Rare and wonderful gifts. —Garth Greenwell, author of what belongs to the atheistic of my favorite
contemporary writers in English, translates one of canada's leading figures of literature. The result is mesmerizing, distressing—and altogether brilliant. —Karan Mahajan, author of The Association of Small Bombs Vivek Shanbhag is one of those writers whose voice takes your breath away at the first encounter. —Yiyun Li, author of Dear Friend, from My Life
I Write to You in Your LifeGhachar Ghochar is one of the most striking novels you'll read this decade. . . In Shanbaugh's hands, the Indian family is revealed in layers; as a layer peeled away, what lies beneath the left is raw and exposed. —Nilanjana Roy, Business Standard (India)[Shanbhag is] a wonderful storyteller — one with vivid intelligence to rival
forces of their interests and empathy. Jonathan Lee, electric literatureSuketu Mehta deems Vivek Shanbhag 'an Indian Chekhov'.... Shanbhag has earned this lofty comparison. –The Globe and Mail (Canada)A firecracker of a novel... concise and mesmerizing. —Publishers Weekly, starred reviewA Tolstoyan portrait of family conflict and shifting priorities in
modern-day India.... Captivating. —Shelf Awareness, starred reviewA compact novel that crackles with tension. —Kirkus ReviewsA delight... You read Ghachar Ghachar... On the part of a night out, it's about how long you need to watch one of Chekhov's masterpieces. You'll experience the same pleasure. –CounterPunchVery rarely a book comes along that
you want to thrust in the hands of everyone—readers and non-readers. Ghachar Ghochar is one such book. —Prajwal Parajuly, The Hindustan Times (India)Altogether a delight to read.. Shanbhag gives us an an own sense of concern for the concerns that the middle class has formed in the last half century. —Girish Karnad, Indian Express (India) is an
inventive story of how material wealth steals a family from its moral toughness. . . . [Shanbhag] is obviously a master of form. —Mint (India)Ghachar Ghochar shows a perennial fictional writer at the height of his powers . . . A literary sensation throughout India. —Scroll.in (India) Ghachar Gochar is a book of fun simplicity, its level of apparent artlessness
hidden, which renders the most complex and complex things—honestly rendering human lives. Beautiful, porous, surprisingly, quite convincing and wise, and translated with real inspiration by Srinat Parvar. —Neil Mukerjee, author of The Life of Others, a remarkable resercing about the fragile civility of bourgeois life. The reader is absorbed in the unforgivable
self-awareness and widespread humanity found on each page. —Emit Choudhury, author of song Freedom and Odyssey abroad Ghachar Ghachar First Edition, published in 2015AuthorVivek ShanbhagTranslatorSrinath PerurCountryIndiaLanguageKannadaGenrePsychological dramaPublisherHarperenialPublication dateDecember 2015MediaPrint type
(paperback, hardback)Pages124ISBN9351776174 Ghachar Ghochar A psychological drama novel was translated into English in 2015 by Canadian author Vivek Shanbaugh and translated into English by Srinat Parvar. [1] Set in Bangalore, the book is about an esnged narrator who is reminiscent of his dysfunctional family's sniffs to the wealth of the story
that leads to disturbing behavioral changes in each of them. [2] The title is a phrase coined by the narrator's wife and his brother, which means sloppy beyond repair. [3] Ghachar Gochar was included in his list of the best books of 2017 by the New York Times, and it was the final nominee for the Los Angeles Times Book Award and the Dublin International
Literary Award. Plot The novel is the first-person account of an unnamed, sensitive young man. This man is reminiscent of his bond with a young feminist named Chitra, who abandons her without respect, but her mind wanders further towards her dysfunctional family, which consists of her parents, uncle and a divorced and older sister. He re-collects the
trusses to make up his family's story of wealth, concerned about the deterioration of the relationship between him and his wife, Anita, who is troubled by his lack of motivation and indifference to his family's ill-will. The characters of the narrator (named) anita, the wife of narrator Emma, the mother of Ravi Apa, the father of Ravi Chicapa, the uncle of Ravi
Malaty, the eldest sister of Ravi Vincent, the waitress whose narrator is Prophetic Chitra, a former acquaintance of the writer's catering narrator Vivek Shanbaugh, pictured writing for The New York Times in 2017, considered The Great Indian Novelist Pasgal Ghachar Gochar a great Indian novel. : Folded into the compressed, densely psychological portrait of
[the narrator's] family is a whole universe: a parable of rising India, an indictment of domestic violence, a taxonomy of ants and a sly commentary on translationself. [4] Deborah Smith of the Guardian reviewed that the book is both fascinatingly different from very Indian writing in English, providing a master class in construction, particularly about the power to
leave things naa said. [5] Eileen Battersby of The Irish Times labelled Ghachar Ghochar as one of the finest literary works you will ever encounter; He drew comparisons to the works of R.K. Nharayaan, Anton Chekhov and Machado de Assis, and found the namless narrator reminiscent of russian novel hero Ivan Goncharov Oblamov. [6] Lucy Scholes of
The Independent also noted comparisons with Chekhov, writing that standing in the service of Shanbaugh's storytelling is of great effect, not least because much of what grips the narrative so much lies in what Naa said. [7] Book review for The Globe and Mail, Jade Colbert found an namless narrator to be a wonderful man of the kind Chekhov might
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